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ABSTRACT

A virtual training environment for temporal bone surgery incorporating hap
tic, visual and audio feedback is presented in this work. Data are derived
from Computed Tomography (CT) scans, thus patient-specihc cases may be
examined in the simnlator.
Two main classes of volume haptic algorithm exist for virtual surgery,
namely proxy-based and non proxy-based. A review of the evolution of rele
vant hai)tie algorithms is i)resented. Proxy-based and non proxy-based algo
rithms are im])lemented and their performaiiee measured against each other
by eomparisoii with real-world force data. An improved proxy-based feedback
algorithm is also presented. This algorithm uses a spherical proxy which i)revents the virtual drill burr from i)assing through gai)s in a volume smaller than
its own size. Proxy position is antomatieally adjusted to prevent immersion
within the volume. A new method of force calcnlation is used which results in
imi)roved force accuracy.
A volume ray-casting method is enii)loyed for visual feedback. Vertex and
fragment programs are written which execute on the Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU), thus utilizing the parallel processing capabilities of modern GPUs.
Colour transfer functions may be updated on-the-fiy while the simulation is
rnnning, thus emphasis may be placed on various anatomical structures by
adjusting opacities and colours.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Mastoidectoiiiy is a coiniiioii surgical procedure which involves removal of an area
of the mastoid portion of the temporal bone, a skull bone just above and behind
the ear. The mastoid region is an aerated mixture of cellular and solid bone with
a honey(‘onib-hke strnctiire. It fre(juently reciuires dissection to eliminate disease or
infection or to allow access to other structures such as the facial nerve, the cochlea
and the middle ear. Cochlear implantation, facial nerve decompression and surgical
removal of ac'oustic neuromas (a type of brain tunionr encountered deep within the
temporal bone) all recpiire access via the mastoid. Beyond the mastoid are inner
hard bones covering the sigmoid sinus, a major blood vein, the posterior canal and
the facial nerve. Penetration of these bones can cause permanent damage or even
death.
Bone removal uses specialised high-speed drills. Large burrs (rotary drill heads)
are used for high volume removal; smaller or diamond burrs are used for thinning,
I)articularly where there is a narrow bone division between the burr and sensitive
organs. Drills can be eleetrical or driven by pneumatic pressure regulated by a foot
pedal. A combined irrigation/suction instrument is typically used to keep the contact
1

area moist, to avoid bone overheating, and to remove bone dust. In some cases,
electrodes are placed on the face and neck to monitor nerve activity in the region.
These sensors can be critical in locating nerve positions which themselves vary with
person. The surgeon looks at the area of interest through a stereoscopic microscope.
During the drilling process, the surgeon’s anatomical knowledge and personal
experience are used to recognise critical surrounding structures. Bone tissue colouring
and drill pitch changes are vital navigational aids during the operation. For exami)le,
as drilling api)roaches a thin layer of bone the i)itch of the drilling sound increases.
This alerts the surgeon to take more cantion so as not to drill through bone and
damage snrronnding structures.
Traditionally, training methods for the mastoidectomy procedure concentrated on
observation in live theatre and demonstration and practice on cadaveric specimens.
Traditional methods suffer several disadvantages. Drilling of cadaveric bones allows
the trainee to expi'rienee the forces involved in a real surgical procedure lacks phys
iological realism in that it is difficult to train an individual how to correctly avoid
hazardous areas such as the facial nerve or blood vessels when they are not present.
Tims, it is difficult for the instrnetor to accurately assess a trainee’s performanee.
Additionally, the anatomy of the target area is widely variant. This means that
regardless of the number of cadaveric specimens a trainee has practiced on, the par
ticular anatomy of a patient in real theatre will present an additional challenge. To
compound the problem, the number of cadavers available is decreasing. Synthetic
samples do exist but they are limited in effectiveness.
The factors described above have led to ever-increasing interest in the development
of alternative training methods, notably computer-based surgical simulators. When a
surgeon performs his / her first procedure, there is always a risk involved, regardless
of the amount of i)re-operative training undertaken. One of the main objectives of

surgery simulation is to decrease this risk.
A virtual training environment for temporal bone surgery typically consists of a
three-dimensional image of the area of interest, hand-held haptic devices to control
one or more of drilling speed, suction and irrigation phis audio feedback for drilling
sounds. Haptic devices used in bone surgery simulators as drill simulators consist
of a stylus attached to a mechanical arm. The user can typically move the stylus
with six degrees of freedom. Force feedback is applied to the device according to
some haptic algorithm in the simulation. This allows the generation of forces and
vibrations consistent with a bone drilling procedure.
The held of surgical simulation can offer many advantages. A well-designed tem
poral i)one surgery simulator can reduce the need for cadaveric specimens. Three
dimensional data used in a surgery simulator can be derived from CT or MR I scans.
This allows the possibility for virtual dry runs using patient-specihe data thus reduc
ing the risk to a patient’s health. When a trainee performs a drilling procedure on a
cadaveric siiecimen, the instructor has no control over the trainee’s hand inovements.
Using a virtual surgery environment, it is possible to couple two haptic devices to
the simulation thus allowing an instructor to demonstrate correct drilling procedure
and a trainee to feel the actual forces involved via a playback system. Surgical sim
ulation also offers the possibility for automated evaluation of student performance
and progress throngh tracking drill movements relative to an ‘ideal’ virtual surgery
jierfornied by an expert surgeon. It is the primary objective of this project is to
construct a virtual training environment which will allow the development of surgical
knowledge and skills which can then be ported to real theatre.

1.1 Review of Existing Virtual Eiivironiiieiits

1.1

Review of Existing Virtual Environments

Steps in developing a virtual temporal bone surgery environment may be identified
as follows:
• Choose and implement a functional method for visualization of volumetric data.
• Identify and implement appropriate haptic algorithms for interaction with volnnietric data.
• Synchronize haptic and graphical feedback.
• Add audio feedback and synchronize with ha})tic feedback.
• Evaluate, tune and improve both haptic and visual feedback. Secondary effects
may be added snch as bone dnst accnmulation or blood snch that a second
haptic device may be added as a virtual suction / irrigation device.
• Collaborate with exi)ert surgeons to adjust simulation parameters for greater
realism.
• Develop teaching and training aspects in the simulation, for exanii)le recording
a trainee’s performance and quantitatively measuring against that of an expert.
Datasets used in temporal bone surgery simulators typically derive from CT or
MR I scans. These datasets can be very large and pose a significant challenge in gen
erating real-time visual feedback. There are two principal methods for producing a
visual representation from vohnnetric data - Indirect Volume Rendering (commonly
known as surface rendering) and Direct Volume Rendering (DVR). Surface rendering
methods in virtual surgery environments rely on the extraction of isosnrfaces from
underlying vohnnetric data using some intermediate algorithm. While this is rela
tively straightforward through the use of an algorithm such as Marching Cubes, the
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colour infonnation generated cannot compete with that from a direct volume render
ing (DVR) algorithm. Through the use of a DVR algorithm such as ray-casting or
texture slicing colour information can be applied through the use of transfer functions
which convert underlying grayscale values (such as from CT or MRI scans) to appro
priate colour values. With the evolution of parallel processing and programmability
on consumer graphics cards in recent years, real-time visualization through DVR of
medical datasets has become feasible. In particular, real-time ray-casting algorithms
which were previously computationally prohibitive can now be implemented. Visual
feedback is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
The underlying data used by a simulator may or may not l)e patient-specihe. The
use of patient-specilic data in a medical simulator offers distinct advantages in that
the surgeon may explore specific cases prior to actual surgery. Simulators which use
patient-s])ecific data from CT or MRI scans include [1], [2], [3], [4] and [5].
Various ai)i)roaches have been taken to add haptic* feedback to temporal bone
surgery simulators. Haptic algorithms used can be broadly divided into two cate
gories; proxy-based and non proxy-based algorithms. Haptic feedback is discussed in
detail in Chapter 3. The remainder of this section ])resents a review of the current
surgical simulators most relevant to this work.

1.1.1

Agus et al.

Agus et al. [1] (c. 2000 -h) developed a temporal bone surgery simulator at the Visual
Computing group at the Center for Advanced Studies, Research and Development
(CRS4) in Sardinia, Italy [6]. The simulator uses patient-specific data derived from
CT and MRI scans. Visual feedback includes simulated bone dust and bone paste
resulting from bone removal during drilling. An nVision VB30 binocular display
from Inition is used to provide visual feedback. Two haptic devices are used in the
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siniiilatioii, a Phantom i.O for the dominant hand’s control of the virtual drill and
a Phantom Desktop for the non-dominant hand controlling a suction and irrigation
device for bone dust and paste removal. Haptic feedback rises a method based on
Hertz contact theory [7] for force calculation. An energy-balance method is employed
for calculation of the amonnt of bone to be removed depending on force applied.
Two multiprocessor PCs were connected via a lOOMb ethernet link to facilitate
parallel processing. The system is divided into ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ subsystems, with the
fast subsystem providing 3-DOF haptic feedback at 1,000 Hz and the slow subsystem
generating visual outirut at about 15-20 Hz. Bone paste ehects are considered purely
visual and so do not impact on haptic feedback. The tasks of fluid evolution and
visual feedback are iierfornied in parallel within the slow subsystem.
For data representation, a voxel-based approach is used for both hajitic and visual
feedback. This offers the advantage that the voxel array can be shared efficiently
between ])rocesses. Polygonal representations are used for the instruments, while
an OpeiiGL volume rendering techniiine based on texture mapping is used for bone
visualization. Graphics calculations are iierfornied on the graphics card, resulting in
a very efficient simulation.
In generating haptic feedback, when contact between burr and bone is detected
a two-step iirocednre is applied. The hrst step estimates bone material deformation
and the resultant elastic forces exerted on the burr. The second step uses an energybalance method to calculate the amonnt of bone to be removed. The parameters of
the haptic simulation are timed by trial and error using the opinions of an expert
surgeon.
The research was funded under the European Union lERAPSI project. GRS4
collaborated with the University of Pisa’s Departments of Otolaryngology and Ra
diology and Manchester Royal Iiihrmary’s Department of Otolaryngology, Head and
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Neck Surgery to evaluate and adjust the system.

1.1.2

Bryan, Wiet et al.

Bryan, Wiet et al. [2] (2001) developed a temporal bone surgery simulator at the Ohio
Supereomputer Center (OSC) in partnership with the Ohio State University, U.S.A.
As well as providing a virtual drilling environment, the simulator incorporates an
‘intelligent tutor’ function which selects and highlights a particular piece of anatomy
and asks a trainee user to identify it. Likewise, the user may (piery a structure and
the tutor provides an answer. A Phantom 1.5 haptic device controls the virtual drill.
Evaluation sessions were conducted at the Department of Otolaryngology at The Ohio
State University Medical Center. 53 subjects were asked to evaluate various aspects
of the system such as ease of use, fidelity of visual and haptic feedback etc. with
encouraging results. A video of the simulator may be seen at [8].
The temi)oral bone data used in the simulator derives from CT and MRI scans and
consists of 128 * 256 * 512 12-bit sam])les, which are then quantized to 8-bit samples.
The data are then segmented and coloured manually by expert surgeons to i)roducc
a three-channel RGB volume which more closely resembles real aiiatomy. The hiial
bone volume used by the simulator consists of five channels - three for colour, one
oi)acity and one segment index channel. The requirement for manual segmentation in
the system presents a drawback if the simulator were to be used for patient-specific
cases on a regular basis.
Four processors are available on the development platform, one of which is reserved
for haptic feedback. For burr-bone interaction the GHOST SDK [9] was used to
communicate with the Phantom haptic device. Both are from SensAble Technologies
[10]. A simple ray-casting haptic feedback algorithm consisting of a system of virtual
springs was implemented and is described in more detail in Section 3.2. When drilling
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bone, the opacity of voxels in contact with the virtual burr is decreased to achieve
the effect of bone deformation.
Visnalization of bone is performed using a three-dimensional texture map based
DVR algorithm in OpeiiGL. Sources of justification for this choice include ease of
implementation, the fact that it makes direct use of the prepared data with little or
no preprocessing, and it does not require additional processing as a result of local or
global changes to the data. To simulate a binocular microscope, a Virtual Research
V8 binocular display is used for visual feedback. Synthesized audio is generated and
modulated based on drill si)eed and ha})tic interactions.

1.1.3

Pfessler, Petersik et al.

Pfessler et al. [5] (2002) developed a temporal bone surgery sinmlator at the Institute
of Mathematics and Computer Science in Medicine at University Hosi)ital E])i)endorf,
Hamburg, Germany. A new approac'h was employed for haptic interaction with volu
metric data which involves sampling the surface of the si)herical virtual drilling burr.
Using a sphere to calculate haptic forc(^s has advantages over point-based api)roaches
in that the virtual drill cannot reach unrealistic j^ositions e.g. pass through holes
smaller than its own size. Both graphics and haptics are rendered at sub-voxel reso
lution which allows small surface details to be represented. A Phantom 1.0 device is
used to provide haptic feedback.
The sinmlator is integrated into the VOXEL-MAN system [11] which allows stateof-the-art renderings in realistic colour. Direct volume rendering is employed for vi
snalization, in particular a ray-casting algorithm is used which renders iso-snrfaces.
During ray-casting, data from multiple classified volumes are used and boundaries
between objects can be detected. ELSA Revelator shutter glasses are used for stereo
scopic viewing.

1.1 Review of Existing Virtual Eiiviroiiiiieiits
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Haptic forces are rendered at the very high rate of 6,000 Hz which enables niiich
stiffer surfaces to be rendered, along with vibrations at frequencies not present when
rendering at 1,000 Hz. A multi-point collision detection approach is used to provide
ha])tic feedback.

1.1.4

Eriksson et al.

Eriksson et al. [3] (2006) developed a virtual skull bone surgery simulator at the
Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden. The simulator does not have
one specific ai)plication, rather it is hoped that it may be used in various areas such as
tenii)oral bone surgery, craniofacial surgery, dental milling and vertebral operations.
Skull bone data is retrieved from CT scans. The size of the dataset used is 256
* 256 * 156 samples and is visnalizr-d using polygonal graphics. The justification for
using a polygonal surface rendering nic'thod states that the resolution of the dataset
needs to be decreased in order to achieve real-time performance for volume rendering,
that volume rendering methods ('an leave several visual artifacts and that expensive
graphics cards are recpiired. These arguments are not necessarily valid based on
today’s graphics hardware with the move towards programmable parallel-processing
graphics architectures which are suited to volume rendering algorithms.
The SenseGraphics H3D API [12] is used to i)r(3vide visual feedback in the sim
ulation. An implementation of the Marching Cubes algorithm is used to generate a
polygonal surface from underlying voxel data derived from CT scans. To achieve realtime graphical performance when bone material is being removed during drilling, a
bounding box is used to record the modified area and the Marching Cubes algorithm
oi)erates locally on this area to regenerate polygons.
The SenseGraphics H3D API is used in conjunction with SensAble’s OpenHaptics [13] to provide tactile feedback. A Phantom Omni haptic device is used. The
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first haptic algoritlini used was polygon-based. This approach is not suitable for a
simulator where deformation of the underlying volume is recpiired. A subsequent
algorithm used a proxy-based system based on [14] and operates directly on the un
derlying voxels derived from the CT scans. A spherical proxy object is constrained
to the surface of the explored object while the actual user position may be inside
the explored object. A force is calculated based on the vector from the user position
to the proxy and applied to the haptic device, giving the impression of feeling the
surface. A problem with this algorithm is that it can fail due to the proxy object
l)ecoming immersed within the volume. When exi)loring surfaces, the proxy is moved
tangential to the surface in each rendering step. The surface normal is c-alculated
l)ased on voxels intersecting the i)roxy sphere. Each intersecting voxel contributes a
unit vector pointing towards the s])here centre and the result is normalized. When
moving tangentially, no checks are i)erformed to ensure that the i)roxy does not end
np insid(' the objec4. For a concave surface, moving tangentially can cause the proxy
si)here to become completely immersed within the volume after just a few rendering
steps, and thus uornial calculation fails. This issue is dealt with by [3] and explained
in detail in Chapter 3. Output forces are generated using a simple spring model, sim
ilar to the i)roxy-based models implemented by many haptics APIs. A sinq)le method
was used for algorithm testing and verification. A high-resolution volumetric cube
was used as an object to be explored by a virtual mill with no material removal. The
virtual mill was dragged along the side of the cube and positions and forces logged,
after which it was verihed that the algorithm behaved as expected.
Possible future work in the Eriksson project includes more detailed modelling of
the haptic forces involved in the milling process and also cooperation with expert
surgeons in order to tune and improve the performance of the simulator.

1.1 Review of Existing Virtual Eiivironiiieiits
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Morris et al.

Morris et al. [4] (2006) develoi)e(l a virtual training environment for bone surgery
at the Department of Computer Seience at Stanford University, California, U.S.A.
Rather than devoting intense effort to graphical realism, emphasis is placed on train
ing of key surgical skills. The system allows two users to connect simnltaneonsly via
an Ethernet connection. One user may choose to drive his haptic device with the
forces generated by the other. In this way, expert surgeons can train students by
actively demonstrating drill movements. Ecpially, an exj^ert may evaluate and correct
a trainee’s performance by directly experiencing the forces felt by the trainee.
A set of virtual nerves is included in the sinndation whose activity increases with
drilling proximity. The user can also stimulate virtual nerves using a stimnlator tool.
This can be nsed to locate nerves that may not be visible. Layers of skin and muscle
which can be cut away interactively are simnlated using a system of virtual masses
and springs. Functionality is included for attaching rigid objects to bone, as is the
case when affixing metal plates during craniofacial surgery. A bone dust ax'cuumlation
simulation which builds on [1] is also implemented and an additional Phantom haptic
device controls a suction device for dust removal.
A series of experiments was conducted by collaboration with otologists and trainees
at Stanford University to evaluate the system. It was verihed that haptic training via
a simnlator enhances the learning of correct drilling forces [16].
A hybrid data structure is used, with polygonal surfaces used for graphic rendering
and volumetric data used for haptic feedback. Initially a series of surface models of
temporal bone structures were manually created by an otologist. This eliminates
the possibility for patient specificity and subsequently CT scan data was nsed in the
simulator. Reasons for choosing polygonal graphics were that resolution limitations
inhibit realism in direct volume rendering methods and at the time of writing it
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was stated that a direct volume rendering system would not take advantage of the
increasingly powerful surface-rendering capabilities in graphics cards. Today, these
arguments have been superceded as direct volume rendering is capable of producing
impressive results on commodity graphics cards. When voxels are removed during
virtual drilling local surface triangles are regenerated. OpenGL is used for graphic
rendering. To simulate a binocular microscope either shutter glasses or a binocular
display mounted on an adjustable arm is used.
A volumetric representation of bone is used for haptic rendering. The feedback
algorithm is similar to [5] but with sample points thronghont the burr volume and not
just on the surface. The user may choose from a variety of drill sizes and ty])es includ
ing diamond and cutting burrs. During virtual drilling voxel densities are reduced
and

wIk'ii

they become zero are no longer acc'essed for hai)tic or graphical rendering.

Vibration data were collected from a physical drill by attaching an accelerometer to
it. Since the hai)tic device is being driven at 1 kHz, only the lower frecpiencies from
the recorded vibrations can be used in the simnlation. Nevertheless, changes in vi
brations due to varying burr types and pressure applied are preserved. A Phantom
Desktoj) haptic device is used to provide haptic feedback. A hoor-rnoimted switch is
interfaced with the workstation’s i^arallel port to enable or disable the virtual drill.
Audio feedback is provided by modulating a series of noisy harmonics as a function
of applied drilling force, similar to [2]. To determine appropriate frequencies for
synthesis, recordings were taken of various burrs and burr sizes and their spectral
properties evaluated. A ray tracing algorithm is employed to evaluate bone thickness
at the drilling point and as bone becomes very thin the pitch of the drilling sound
increases, consistent with a real surgical situation.
A method for evaluating haptic algorithms is i)resented [17]. This allows devel
opers to compare algorithm output with real-world data collected from a force probe
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and thus tune, debug and improve an algorithm.

1.1.6

Trier et al.

Trier et al. [18] (2008) developed a temporal bone surgery simulator called The Visible
Ear Surgery Simulator at the University of Aarhus, Denmark in collaboration with the
Department of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery at the University of Copeiiliageii. Modern graphics hardware capabilities are exploited by using a GPU-based
ray-casting algorithm for volume visualization. User-dehned vertex and fragment pro
grams execute on the GPU. Parameters of the visualization algorithm can be modihed
on the fly to show or hide various anatomical structures. A warning system alerts the
user when the drill is in ])roximity to vital structures whic'h may harm a i^atient. Tlie
voxel-based haptic feedback algorithm in [5] is employed. Drilling parameters such
as drill size and weight can be modified via a GUI. A Phantom Omni hai)tic device
is used for force feedl)ack.
The visualization uses an existing data set called The Visible Ear [19] which
contains a volume depicting the inner ear in natural colours. This eliminates the
time-consuming task of developing colour transfer functions when using grayscale
GT scan data; however, it is not patient-specific. The argument is presented that
visualizations derived from GT or MR I scans cannot reproduce true colours. The
size of the dataset used is 256 * 256 * 512 samples. Ray-casting results are rendered
onto the front faces of a 3D cube texture using OpenGL. A method for combining
polygonal graphics (from the virtual drill) with ray-cast volume rendering is presented.
The simulator is publicly available for download [20].
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Organisation of Thesis

This work presents a temporal bone surgery simulator which uses CT scan data for
visual and haptic feedback and is thus tailored for patient-specific use. Originally,
polygonal graphics were used for visualization in order to establish a functional sim
ulator. Subseciiiently, a direct volume rendering ray-cast approach is integrated. In
an approach similar to [18], ray-casting is performed on the graphics processing unit
(GPU) in parallel to exploit modern graphics card capabilities. An improved i)roxybased haptic algorithm is developed which builds on [3]. Performance of this algo
rithm was measured against existing algorithms using the methods presented in [17].
Simple audio feedback is included in the simulation which uses extracts from drilling
recordings tak(m from real theatre.
The thesis is organised as follows.
Section 2 describes the architecture of the sinmlator develoi)ed in this work,
along with the hardware and software tools used. Generation of audio feedback is
also discussed.
Section 3 describes the haptic feedback algorithms developed and tested in this
work. Different classes of haptic algorithm are discussed and an existing evaluation
method is used for their comparison.
Section 4 discusses the subject of real-time volume graphics and presents the
graphical techniques used in this sinmlator. Both the polygonal graphies approach
and the volume ray-casting approach are described.
Section 5 concludes this thesis with a discussion of the objectives achieved and the
results obtained. Possible directions which future work should take are also outlined.

Chapter 2
The Virtual Environment
2.1

System Architecture

Figure 2.1 outlines the basic architecture of the virtual environuieiit. The siiiiulation
consists of three se])arate threads for graphic's, ha])ties and audio. The audio thread
has a lower ])riority than hai)tics and graphics threads as consistent tactile and visual
feedbac'k are considered paraiiiouiit. The siiiiulation uses volumetrie data derived
from CT scans which are shared between graphics and hajitics threads in a thread
safe manner while messages are passed from the haptics thread to the audio thread
signifying the current state of drilling and thus the tyjie of audio to be played.
The haiitics thread executes at 1,()()() Hz. When the user position is in free space,
the area around the virtual drilling burr is constantly cheeked for contact with the
voxels of the object being explored. If contact is detected, a haptic feedback algorithm
is executed which calculates a force to be sent back to the haptic device based on
virtual burr intersections with underlying voxels. As a foot pedal is not included for
regulating the virtual drill the buttons on the stylus of the haptic device are used to
turn drilling on and off. The buttons are queried and if the drilling button is pressed
15
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Figure 2.1 System Architecture
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a voxel removal algorithm is executed which erodes bone voxels by decreasing inten
sity values until they become zero. At present, voxel intensity is linearly decreased
while drilling is in progress. Future work will examine more detailed voxel removal
algorithms. Possibilities include taking drilling angle into account - the fact that the
‘equatorial’ surface of the drill should remove more bone than the polar surface, and
also energy-based api)roaches such as in [1].
The graphics thread executes at the much slower rate of 30Hz, ideally; a GPUbased volume ray-cast algorithm is executed on graphics hardware. For each screen
I)ixel a ray is cast into the object’s 3D volume.

Rays arc divided up into steps

and at each step along a ray, CT attenuation values are interpolated, acciumdated
and converted into colours and opacities via transfer functions. The hnal result is
a screen i)ixel colour and oi)acity. This approach lends itself to a high degix'e of
parallelis]!! due to the independence of rays. Thus, parallel })rocessirig on modern
grai)hics cards can be exploited. The entire volume is loaded into graphics memory
for fast execution. Several haptic frames are executed in between graphics frames.
When drilling and modifying the underlying volume, the haptics thread records the
volume extents modified since the last graphics frame and passes this information
to the graphics thread. This prevents a time-consuming complete re-loading of the
volume into graphics memory in each frame since only the modihed need be reloaded.
Simple audio feedback is implemented based on the previous and current drilling
states. A selection of extracts were taken from recordings from a real surgery situation
and used in the virtual environment. The haptics thread passes information to the
audio thread and based on this the audio thread selects a drilling recording to play.
Figure 2.2 illustrates transitions between recordings as drilling changes state. Here,
six drilling states have been defined for use; no drilling, drill start-up, free-space
drilling, drilling with light force, drilling with stronger force and drill stopping.

Figure 2.2 Simple Audio Feedback

2.2

System Hardware

The virtual eiiviromneiit runs on Windows XP Service Pack 3 on a system with Intel
Core 2 Duo E86()() CPUs rnmiing at 3.33 GHz. The system has 3GB RAM and an
Nvidia GeForce 98()0GT graphics card is installed.

2.2.1

Haptic Devices

A graphics simnlation typically requires images to be refreshed on screen at a rate of
20 Hz - 30 Hz in order to give the imi)ression of smooth transition. In contrast, it is
well known that a haptic device requires forces to be updated at a minimnm of 1,000
Hz in order to avoid perceptible force discontinuities or instability. By far the most
popular haptic devices used by the research commimity in developing virtual surgery
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environnieiits arc those from SensAble’s Phantom Range [21], These range from the
entry-level Phantom Omni device with three degrees-of-freedom force feedback to
the Phantom Premium range with force feedback in six degrees-of-freedom. Due to
its affordability the Phantom Omni was chosen for this project. This device provides
six degrees-of-freedom i^ositional sensing and three degrees-of-freedom force feedback.
Since the forces involved in a bone drilling procedure are predominantly directional
and not rotational, three degrees-of-freedom is adecpiate for force feedback in this
simulation.

2.3

Software Tools

Many software libraries and APIs exist to make the programmer’s task easier when
creating graphics and hai)tics api)lications. However, it can be confusing to determine
which software tools are most a])])ropriate for the task at hand. Tims, a review of
available software tools was carried out and from this a set of tools was chosen for
this work.

2.3.1

Graphics Tools

OperiGL

OpenGL [22] is an extremely widely used open-sonree portable graphics API. It has
language bindings for C, C++, Fortran, Ada, and .Java. OpenGL is the graphics
toolkit of choice for the medical and engineering visualization community with most
research groups either using ()i)enGL on its own or a higher-level graphics toolkit
built on top of OpenGL. The OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) can be used in
applications where programmable GPU-based graphics rendering is recpiired. The
OpenGL Utility Toolkit (GLUT) is a higher-level toolkit for OpenGL which provides
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functionality for interfacing with the underlying windowing system as well as other
useful graphics fnnctions. GLUI is a user interface toolkit which is an add-on to
GLUT. It provides functionality such as radio buttons, rotational balls, check boxes,
text fields and more. All of the virtual environments described in the introduction use
Ol)enGL or OpenGL-based systems. It was decided to use OpenGL as the core graph
ics rendering tool in this work due to its popularity, ease of use and huge availal)ility
of learning resources.

Direct3D

DirectdD is part of the wider DirectX@ system from Microsoft [23], a multimedia
toolkit encompassing functionality for graphics, audio and more. It is a popular choice
of toolkit for development of video games for Microsoft Windows and Microsoft’s
Xbox and Xbox 3G() consoles, however OpenGL remains far more ])opnlar with the
engineering and medical sinmlat ion community. OpenGL is a cross-i)latforni portable
API whereas DirectX can only be used on Microsoft i)latfornis. Although it was
decided not to use DirectdD in this work, DirectSound is used to play drilling sounds
from the audio recordings.

Visualization Toolkit (VTK)

The Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [24] is an open-source C-h+ class library for com
puter grai)hics, built on top of OpenGL. It i)rovides much useful functionality for
medical visualization such as volume rendering (both direct and indirect) and read
ing of DIGOM images from CT or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans. In
this work, the VTKMarching Cubes class was used for the initial polygonal graph
ics implementation. VTK is also used for voxelization of a polygonal dataset when
using the online data repository in [17] for haptic algorithm evaluation. The VTKIni-
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plicitModeller class is used for this purpose. Despite using VTK for these tasks its
grapliical rendering capabilities were not used as it was chosen to use OpenGL on its
own instead.

Open Inventor

Coin3D

Open Inventor[25] is an object-oriented C-|--|- graphics toolkit from Silicon Graph
ics International (SGI) widely used in scientific and engineering applieations. It is
built on top of OpenGL and is platform inde])endent. Its aim is to facilitate (phcker
and easier development of graphies applications than using a low-level toolkit such
as OpenGL. CoinSD [26] is an open source graphics API from Kongsberg Systems
In Motion (SIM) which is fully compatible with the Open Inventor API. It has been
used in ai)phcations such as visualization of oil and gas pipes in an oil field and a
professional Goni})uter Aided Design (CAD) system. SIM Voleon 0 [27] in add-on
library for Goin3D for volume rendering which is suitable for rendering volumetric
data from CT scans such as those used in this work. However, it is not used in this
work as a low-level Oi)enGL-based approach is preferred.

Open Scene Graph

Open Scene Graph is a cross-platform graphics toolkit built on top of OpenGL and
written in C-t-d-. As the name suggests it is based on the eoncept of a scene graph
and shields the developer from low-level OpenGL graphics calls. A scene gTa])h im
plements a logical organisation of objects in a scene, typically in a hierarchical tree
structure. Since the scene involved in the virtual environment in this work is not
complex (there are essentially only two objeets - virtual drill and bone volume) it is
not necessary to use a scene graph based approach.
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Shading Languages

In recent years graphics hardware has evolved from a fixed-function pipeline imple
mentation to fully programmable vertex and fragment shaders. This means that
user-defined programs can be written to rim on the GPU which give the programmer
greater control over the rendering process. Originally, developers had to program
vertex and fragment shaders in assembly language but nowadays high-level program
ming langnages exist for GPU programming such as OpenGL Shading Language
(GLSL) [28], Microsoft’s High Level Shading Language for DirectfiD (HLSL) [29] and
Nvidia’s Gg [30], short for ‘G for gra])hics’. In the GPU-based ray-casUng imple
mentation in this work either GLSL or Cg would have been suitable as these two
languages are cpiite similar. It was decided to use Cg in this work as Nvidia grajihics
hardware is in use and also because the Cg comjiiler is capable of generating GLSL
code if desired.

2.3.2

Haptics and Graphics Tools

Whereas many software tools are designed for graphics only or haptics only, tools
exist which integrate both. The most well-known of these are Reachln API^^^ and
SenseGraiihics H3D API.

Reachln API

Reachln [31] is a graphics and haptics scene-graph based API. Applications may be
developed with the API using C-[--H, Python or VRML. It uses OpenGL for graphics
rendering and the latest version of the API (4.2) supports vertex and pixel shaders
on iirogrannnable graphics hardware through the OpenGL shading language (GLSL).
The haptic software solutions are device independent and support all major haptic
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hardware from manufacturers such as SeusAble, Noviiit and more. Sound ean also
he easily synchronized with haptic feedback. Although the API is useful for rapid
development of graphics and haptic applieations, it does not sui)port easily reading
CT data or performing volume rendering for either haptics or graphics. For these
reasons the Reachin API is not used in this work.

SenseGraphics H3D API

SenseGraphics H3D API [32] is an open-source scene-graph based graphics and haptics
development platform. It may be used for application development with X3D (the
successor to VRML), C-h+ or Python scripting language. SenseGraphics haptics
is used for communication with haptic devices and the latest version of the API
(2.0) may be connected with ()])enHa])tics or Chai3D for haptic rendering. Devices
supported include those from SensAble, Novint and MOOG. The Volume Haptics
Toolkit (VHTK) is an add-on to H3D which may i)rove useful for adding ha])tic
feedbax'k to volumetric data in medical simulations. A limited version of VHTK also
t^xists for the Reachin API [33]. H3D is used in the tenii)oral bone surgery simulator
developed in [3] in which an implementation of the Marching Cubes algorithm is used
to generate polygonal surfaces from CT scan data and OpeiiHaptics is used for ha])tic
feedback.
It was chosen not to use H3D in this work as it was preferred to use a purely
low-level C+-h based approach.
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Haptics Tools

OperiHaptics

OpenHaptics [13] from SensAble Technologies is by far the most popular haptics
toolkit used iii medical simulation applications. The API contains two parts, the
Haptic Device API (HDAPI) and the Haptic Library API (HLAPI). The HDAPI
provides for low-level control of a haptic device by reading and sending forces directly
as well as (|uerying current device state and conhguring the run-time behaviour of the
drivers. The HLAPI is a higher-level rendering system designed for ease of integration
with existing OpeiiGL code. It allows less experienced ha])tic developers to easily
add haptic' feedback to an existing graphical representation of an objec't. Since it
is desired to ini])lenient and hue tune conij)lex hai)tie algorithms in this work, the
HDAPI portion of the OpenHaptics toolkit is used.
GHOST SDK

GHOST stands for Genc'ral Hai)tic Open Software Toolkit [9] and was also a i)roduct
of SensAble Technologies. It was designed for developers who need an SDK with a
built-in scene graph. This toolkit has been discontinued and is no longer officially
sup{)orted.

HaptX

HaptX(R) [34] is a haptics toolkit from Reachin Technologies designed for the gaming
industry. It is designed for easy addition of haptic feedback to graphics applications.
It has been used to add haptic feedback to popular PG games such as Quake 4 and
Pemimbra. Unfortunately, HaptX is not suitable for a virtual drilling environment as
it operates on polygonal and not volumetric data.
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Summary of Software Tools Chosen

Five main software toolkits are used in the virtual environment presented in this
work. OpenGL is used to perform graphical rendering both in the initial polygo
nal rendering system and in the subsecpient volume rendering system, while GLUI
provides the user interface. Nvidia’s Cg toolkit is used to implement a volume ray
casting algorithm on the GPU. VTK is used for reading of DICOM image data from
the GT scanner, for its iinplementation of the Marching Cubes algorithm in the ini
tial rendering system and for voxelization of a polygonal dataset in haptic algorithm
evaluation. The DircctSonnd portion of the DirectX toolkit is used for playback of
drilling audio. Openffaptics is used to send forces to and receive positional informa
tion from the Phantom Omni hai)tic device. All of these toolkits ar(' integrated into
one multithreaded CT-K program, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
HAPTICS

GRAPHICS

AUDIO

Figure 2.3 Development Tool Chain

Chapter 3
Haptic Feedback
Algorithms for haptic ferxlback may be divided into two main categories; proxy-based
and non i)roxy-based algorithms. In a proxy-based algorithm the idea is to constrain
a proxy point or object to the surface of the object being explored when the actual
nsc'r effector ])osition read from the ha])tic device lies inside the object.

This is

ilhistrated in Fig. 3.1. When the haptic effector is in ‘free space’ and not in contact
with an object then nser effector position and proxy position are identical. When
contact with a surface is detected the proxy remains bound to the surface until the
user moves the effector ont of the object. ()nti)nt force is dependent on the distance
between proxy and effector. Typically, a simple spring force is used using the wellknown Hooke’s law F = —kx where F is the output force, x is the vector between
proxy and effector and k is a si)ring constant which can be used to adjust the stiffness
of the surface.
Non proxy-based algorithms are often used for interaction with volumetric data
and generally attempt to push the user effector out of the volume before it has been
fully penetrated.
This chapter describes the haptic feedback algorithms implemented in this work.
26
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Previous Effector
Position

Figure 3.1 Haptic Proxy
A review of the evolution of haptic algorithms relevant to bone surgery is jiresented.
Following from this, an improved proxy-based haptic algorithm is presented. This
algorithm addresses the issue of the jiroxy immersion problem discussed in [3] whilst
retaining realistic behavionr in that the virtual drilling burr cannot jiass through
small gaps in a volume. A non jiroxy-based algorithm is also implemented and the
output of both algorithms compared with real-world force data in order to evaluate
performance.

3.1

Polygonal Haptic Feedback Algorithms

Haptic feedback algorithms used in gaming and in many simulations typically use
polygonal representations of objects with which the user interacts. This approach
uses the idea of a proxy point or object constrained to lie on the surface of the object
being explored, and many high-level toolkits exist for adding haptic functionality to
I)olygonal objects. The polygonal haptic api)roach is convenient because the same
polygons can be used for graphic and haptic feedback. This approach is, in general.
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not suitable for a bone drilling simulator where deformation eapability is required
and thus a surface-only representation of bone is not sufficient. If polygonal graphics
are used the underlying voxel representation derived from CT scans must be used to
regenerate local polygonal surfaces for the graphics thread as bone is being removed.
This is typically achieved by using the marching cubes algorithm, as described in
section 4.4.1. Real-time constraints do not allow polygon regeneration at a sufficient
rate to keep up with the haptic loop when the underlying data is being deformed. In a
bone drilling simulation, when the virtual drilling burr removes voxels, it is feasible to
regenerate local polygons cpiickly enough for the graphics thread which typieally runs
at 20 - 30 Hz. However, it is conq)utationally prohibitive to regenerate polygons in
real-time for a hai)tic thread miming at 1,000 Hz. For this reason, haptic algorithms
used in virtual bone surgery must directly use the underlying voxel representation of
an object to generate interac'tion forc-es. These algorithms are discussed in section
3.2.

3.2

Evolution of Volume Haptic Algorithms

McNeely et ah [35] used a voxmap point-shell algorithm to provide haptic feedback
in which the dynamic object is represented by surface sample points, see Fig. 3.2. The
algorithm was developed with a wide range of uses in mind, including maintenance
and assembly task simulations for aircraft components. It is also suitable for a bone
drilling simulation. In each haptic frame all surface sample points on the dynamic
object are checked for intersection with voxels from the object being explored. If
a sample i)oint is found to be in contact with the object then a normal is traced
towards the centre of the dynamic object. All contributing normals are then snmmed
and scaled to give an overall force vector which is output to the haptic device.
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Figure 3.2 McNeely’s Voxinap and Point Shell [35]
Bryan et al. [2] projected virtual si)rings outwards from the surface of the virtnal
drilling burr sphere. These form a force held which strives to maintain a minimiim
separation distance between bnrr and bone. In each haptic frame, each virtnal spring
found to be in contact with bone voxels contributes a force vector to the overall
contact force. Similar to [35], contributing forces are then summed to give an overall
output force for the haptic device. The limitation with this method is that only bone
surface information is used. Volumetric information is not used which rules out the
possibility of varying forces according to underlying bone density.
Agus et al. [1] used an approach which is very loosely based on [35] in that
the intersecting area of the virtual spherical burr is used to generate output forces.
However, in [1] the force calculation method is based on Hertz contact theory [7].
In simplified terms, the intersecting sector of the virtual burr is used to generate an
output force which depends on the elastic properties of the material. A frictional
force is also calculated and added to the elastic force.
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Petersik et al. [5] developed a haptic interaction algorithm based on [35], which
uses 26 pre-compnted sample points on a spherical drill surface. This algorithm was
again used in a temporal bone surgery simulator. For each sample point inside the
volume a ray is traced along a normal pointing towards the sphere’s centre until either
the object’s surface or the sphere’s centre is reached. A drawback with non proxybased algorithms such as [1], [2], [4], [5] and [35] is that a sufficiently forceful push by
the user can cause the virtual burr to become completely immersed in bone voxels.
This causes all of the contributing forces to sum to zero causing no output force. To
counteract this, Petersik et al. implemented a basic proxy method for use only when
immersion occured.
Lnndin et al. [36] developed a new point-based, proxy-based algorithm for direct
volume hai)tics. The main challenge in using using a proxy based algorithm in volume
hai)tics is that exph('it surfaces do not exist in the object being explored. Therefore,
in order to move the proxy along the surface of the volume between frames, a ‘virtual
local surfac'e’ must be extracted from the underlying voxels in each frame. This
surface is dehned by the local surface gradient. By using a proxy, material properties
such as stiffness, fri(“tion and penetrability can be implemented and j)aranieterised.
The i)robleni with using a i)oint-based proxy is that it can pass through small gaps
in a vohnne. A bone surgery simulator needs the virtual drill burr to be prevented
from passing through holes smaller than its own size so Lnndin’s algorithm requires
modification if it is to be used in a bone drilling simulation.
Vidhohn et al. [14] built on the ideas of [36] by using a spherical proxy instead of a
point. This algorithm is based on a combination of [5] and [36]. The surface gradient
is calculated in a similar fashion to output force calculation in [5] but instead of using
the resultant force as output to a haptic device, it is used to dehne a local surface
plane to which the proxy is constrained. The application in this case was interactive
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medical image segmentation but the haptic algorithm may also be applied to a snrgery
simnlator if the spherical proxy is sized equal to the drilling bnrr. The algorithm’s
flaw is that when exploring concave surfaces tlie si)herical proxy inevitably becomes
completely immersed within the vohnne causing the algorithm to fail. Conversely,
the proxy may ‘veer off’ a convex surface causing inaccurate output forces. These
phenomena are explained in detail in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
Eriksson et al. [3] used an algorithm based on [15] in a temporal bone surgery
simulator. Fig. 3.3 shows Eriksson’s illustration of the proxy immersion problem.
Here, Cq is the surface normal and Ci is tangent to the surface plane. To address the
immersion and veer-off i)roblenis, an iterative approach was used to keep the proxy’s
centre in contact with the surface of the vohnne. First, the proxy is moved as normal
along the local surface plane. Then, if the proxy’s centre has ent('red the vohnne, it
is moved outwards along the current surface normal step by step until it has moved
outside the vohnne. A major disadvantage of this algorithm is that since it is the
l)roxy’s centre which is constrained to the volume’s surface, the algorithm essentially
behaves hk(' a point-based proxy algorithm and therefore the virtual drilling bnrr can
I)ass through small gaps in the vohnne. This is nnacceptable in a temporal bone
snrgery simnlator particularly when drilling an area such as the mastoid which can
have many small gaps in the bone due to its honeycomb-like structure.
Morris et al. [4] present a method similar in principle to [5] and [35] excei)t that
instead of using surface sample points only, the spherical drilling bnrr is discretized
using evenly-space vohnne sample points. The drilling burr is sampled at a density
greater than the bone vohnne. Morris in [4] argues that if the surface only of the
virtual burr is sampled such as in [5] then some intersecting voxels may be missed
by the algorithm when tracing rays towards the sphere’s centre. [4] also argues that
the floating-point computations involved in determining ray intersections are costly
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Figure 3.3 Eriksson’s Illustration of Proxy Immersion [3]
thus limiting the resolution with whieh the drilling burr eaii be sampled. In eaeh
ha])tie frame in [4], eaeh discrete point within the virtual drilling burr is checked for
intersection with bone voxels and eaeh intersecting point contributes a unit vector,
I)ointing towards the burr’s centre, to the overall haptic outi)nt force. Morris argues
that with adecinate stiffness, the tool (‘entre is always outside of the bone volume.
This is not strictly true as the maximum output force of all haptic devices is limited
and it is always j)ossible that the user may push the virtual drill burr entirely within
the volume in which case the algorithm would fail.

3.2.1

Comparison of Proxy-Based and Non Proxy-Based Al
gorithms

The algorithms discussed in the previous section can be divided into two categories:
proxy-based, [3], [15], [36], and non-proxy based, [1], [2], [4], [5], [35]. Interestingly,
these five non proxy-based algorithms were all developed using a Phantom Preniiimi
haptic device [21] which has improved stiffness over the lower-end Phantom Omni
device [21]. In this work, it was found that when a non proxy-based algorithm similar
to [4] was implemented, the maximmn bone stiffness which could be achieved without
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instability using the Phantom Omni was (inite poor.
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This provided the original

motivation to implement a proxy-based algorithm. [3] also used a Phantom Omni
device and implemented a proxy-based algorithm.
Regardless of the haptic device used, a question still exists as to which type
of algorithm produces the more accurate force output. This question is explored
in this work. While it is straightforward to evaluate and compare the results of
graphics algorithms - the viewer can decide which result ‘looks best’, it is much more
difficult to evaluate the results of haptic algorithms. Haptic research faces a difficult
challenge in rei)ortiug results and also in attempting to assess the results of others.
When re^adiiig research publications on haptic algorithms, it is difficult to Judge which
algorithm performs best as the reader cannot physically feel the forces involved. This
issue is addressed by Morris in [4], and published as [17]. Until [17], there were
no concrete standardized methods for evaluating haptic algorithms. [17] presents an
online data repository [37] whicT allows developers to compare algorithm output with
real-world data collected from a force probe. This proves extremely useful both for
debugging and for comparing the relative performance of algorithms. In this work,
an improved ])roxy-based volume ha])tic algorithm is developed and compared both
against previous proxy-based volume haptic algorithms for temporal bone surgery,
particularly [3], and against an implementation of the non proxy-l)ased algorithm
used in [4]. This is detailed in section 3.5.

3.3

Implementation of Non Proxy-Based Algorithm

The first algorithm implemented in this work is based on that in [4] and described in
section 3.2, with some slight differences. Whilst [4] sampled the spherical drill burr at
a density higher than that of the underlying voxels, here bone voxels are used directly
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to compute output force which, with adequate voxel resolution, is sufficient. The
out])ut force resultant from summing individual voxel contributions must be scaled
down by a factor a so that it is within range of the output haptic device. It was found
that it was difficult to find a suitable value for a. Large values resulted in instability of
initial contact forces, whilst small values resulted in the bone feeling ‘too soft’. This
was also addressed in [4] where a two-gain approach is used. For initial contact with
the bone volume, a small gain or scaling factor is used to prevent instability and when
more than a certain threshold number of voxels are in contact with the virtual drill
burr a higher gain is used. [4] comments that this results in satisfactory stiffness when
exploring bone using a Phantom Premium haptic device. The Phantom Premium has
imi)roved stiffness and stability over the Phantom Omni device used in this work. In
this w'ork it was found that even when employing the two-gain approach with varying
gain switching thresholds, it was difficult to achieve satisfactory bone stiffness without
instability. Other ai)proaches implemented include varying outi)ut force (piadratically
and cubically with resi)ect to the number of intersecting voxels and also employing
averaging methods such as in [5]. None of these methods proved satisfactory and
therefore an alternative a])])roach was sought, resulting in implementation of a proxybased haptic algorithm.

3.4

Improved Proxy-Based Algorithm

This algorithm is similar in principle to [3] with two main improvements. As explained
in section 3.2, the fact that the proxy’s centre remains in contact with the volume
surface in [3] results in the unrealistic phenomenon of the drill burr passing through
holes smaller than its own size. In this work, this problem was overcome by using
a spherical proxy. Output force accuracy is also significantly improved by using a
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non-linear method of force calcnlation instead of the simple Hooke’s law F — —kx as
used in [3] and many other algorithms.
In each ha])tic frame, a spherical area aronnd the haptic effector position is checked
for contact with bone voxels. As with other proxy-based algorithms, when the virtual
drilling bnrr is in free space, proxy and user effector position are identical. If voxels
are found to intersect the effector sphere, the proxy is bound to the surface of the
volume in snbsecpient frames. In order to constrain the proxy to the volume surface,
a local surface gradient must be calculated in each frame. As illustrated in Fig. 3.4,
each voxel found to be in contact with the proxy si)here contributes a unit vector
pointing towards the proxy centre. All contrilmting vectors are then snnnned and
normalised to give the surface normal vector which defines the local surface i)lane.
The method of calcnlating local surface gradients is thus similar to the calenlation of
output haptic force in [4].

Gi<i client
Vector

Figure 3.4 Gradient Calculation
As the user moves the effector aronnd inside the volnnie, the proxy sphere must
remain on the volume surface. In each frame, the proxy is moved along the local
surface by an amount Vg ecpial to the projection of the proxy-to-effector vector, Vp
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onto the local surface plane. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Since a new local surface
is generated in each frame, the proxy can follow complex surfaces. By using the
distance between effector and proxy to generate an output force, the user is given
the illusion that they are feeling the surface being explored. It is of great importance
in a virtual drilling environment that a haptic algorithm be robust enough so as not
to be affected by deformation of the underlying bone voxels. Since this algorithm
constructs a new local surface from underlying voxels in each frame, force output is
not adversely affected as voxels are removed between frames.

Figure 3.5 Proxy Movement

3.4.1

Immersion Problem

As addressed in [3], when exploring concave surfaces using this algorithm, the proxy
will inevitably become immersed within the bone volume thus causing algorithm
failure. Figure 3.6 illustrates this phenomenon by showing three consecutive haptic
frames. As the user effector is moved to the right inside the volume, the spherical
proxy moves along local surfaces. The problem is that in a concave surface, more
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and more voxels will tend to enter the proxy sphere. Eventnally, the proxy beeomes
overeome with voxels and veetors contributing to the local surface gradient sum to
zero. Thus, the algorithm has no surface plane for the next frame and the algorithm
fails. Conversely, when exploring a convex surface, fewer and fewer voxels will tend
to be within the proxy sphere until eventually the sphere veers off the surface, again
resulting in a zero gradient vector for the next frame. [3] used an iterative approach
to keep the proxy’s centre in contact with the local surface. If the i)roxy’s centre
becomes immersed in the volume, it is moved step by step outwards along the current
surface normal until it is outside of the vohnne. This results in the same behaviour
as a i)oint-bascd proxy algorithm which is undesirable.

Figure 3.6 Proxy Immersion

To overcome the proxy immersion problem and still prevent the proxy from passing
through small holes in the vohnne, a zoning method was implemented. Two zones are
dehned within the proxy sphere, as illustrated in Fig. 3.7. While contact with some
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Bone Volume

Figure 3.7 Proxy Zoning
surface voxels is recjiiired to calcailate a surface gradient, deep innnersion within the
bone niiist be avoided. Zone A in Fig. 3.7 is the permitted zone for contact voxels;
zone B is the i)rohibited zone. If the proxy reaches a particular position which results
in bone voxels in zone B then the algorithm automatically adjusts the proxy position
to empty zone B of voxels. This adjustment is explained in section 3.4.2.

3.4.2

Proxy Adjustment

Concave Surface
In the case where proxy movement along the local surface plane results in voxels in
Zone B of the proxy sphere, the proxy is moved outward from the bone surface along
the local surface normal just enough so as to empty Zone B of voxels. Whilst [3]
used an iterative approach to move the proxy’s centre outside of the volume, here the
distance by which the proxy needs to be moved is pre-calculated and thus no iteration
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is required, thus saving valuable exeeution time. Figure 3.8 illustrates ealculation of
proxy movement. Here V is the position of the ‘worst’ infringing voxel, i.e.the voxel
which penetrates furthest into proxy Zone B. b is equal to the penetration distance
of V into Zone B, and ?’ = a + b is the radius of Zone B. The proxy centre P must
be moved along the surface normal vector n by the amount m such that V is just
outside of Zone B. To achieve this, the distance between the new proxy position and
the infringing V must be just greater than

typically l.Olr. |a| equals the distance

between penetrating voxel V and proxy centre P, and 0 equals the angle between
normal vector n and a. Note that the arc in Fig. 3.8 is not representative of the proxy
sphere; it is i)resent to illustrate e(iual lengths of lines.

Figure 3.8 Proxy Position Correction (Concave Case)
To calculate rn, the problem may be reduced to the solving of a triangle given two
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Figure 3.9 Application of Sine Rule (Concave Case)
sides and a non-inc'lnded angle. To achieve this a double ai)phcation of the sine rule
is recpiired, as ilhistated in Fig. 3.9. Using the sine rule,
n

sina

si f 1(f)

(3.1)

the angles o and thus [3 are evaluated. A second ai)phcation of the sine rule allows
m to l)e evaluated.
Convex Surface
In the case where the proxy may veer off a convex surface, proxy positional correction
involves moving P inwards along the surface normal, n, until the distance between
P and V is just greater than Zone B’s radius, r. One is faced with the situation
illustrated in Fig. 3.10 where rn is again the movement vector for P, r is the radius of
Zone B, and a is the distance from the surface of Zone B to the closest voxel. Another
double application of the sine rule allows rn to be calculated. In Fig. 3.11 the triangle
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side \PV\ is renamed to b for convenience. First, the angle p and thus a is found by
b
sinp

r
sincp

(3.2)

and again a second application of the sine rule allows calculation of rn.

Figure 3.10 Proxy Position Correction (Convex Case)

3.4.3

Force Calculation Method

As is the case in most proxy-based haptic algorithms in [3], [15] and [36], the haptic
force is calcnlated using the well-known Hooke’s law F = —kx for a virtual spring
connecting the user position to the proxy position. Thus, output force varies linearly
with the user’s penetration distance into the volume. This is in contrast with typical
non proxy-based algorithms, e.g. [1], [4], [5], in which output force varies linearly with
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m=?

Figure 3.11 Api)licati()ii of Sine Rule (Convex Case)
I)enetration volume into the iinniersed portion of the virtual burr. When coinparing
output from both algorithms with real-world force data as described in section 3.5, it
was found that the non-proxy based algorithm produced significantly more accurate
results (see Fig. 3.16 and Table 3.1). Since in a real situation, a drilling burr never
physically penetrates the bone volume, it is arguable whether this result is what one
might intuitively expect or not. In any case, since the non proxy-based algorithm’s
method produced the better results, it was decided to mimic this force calculation
method in the proxy-based algorithm and discard the Hooke’s law method.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the case of a user exploring a planar surface of a volume.
Here, P is the proxy position on the volume surface, E is the user effector position
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inside the volume and h is the effector’s i)enetration depth. For the i)nrpose of force
calculation, an imaginary sphere S penetrates the volume surface by the distance /?.
This is analagous to the virtual drilling burr penetrating a volume in a non proxybased algorithm. The volume v of the intersecting segment may be calculated as
TT

V = -h^(3r — h)
o

(3.3)

where r is the radius of S. Voxels are not used directly for calcnlation of this inter
secting volume, as it would involve checking too large a volume in each frame and
tlins be too computationally expensive. The magnitude of the output force is set
])roportional to v. As one may exiject, if the output of Ecpi. 3.3 is used directly as an
output force, it is excessively large. Thus, a scak'-down constant a is used to bring
the force within the range of the hai)tic device. Of course, a can be varied to adjust
the perceived stiffness of a surface. For a sim])le ijlanar volume surface, output force
is thus
F = a*~eCir - h)

(3.4)

The value of r is not critical so long as it is significantly larger than the proxy sphere’s
radius. Choosing a larger r simply results in a greater magnitude of output force and
thus a smaller a is recpiired.
However, in a temporal bone surgery simulator it is rare that a local surface of
the underlying volume is planar. Thus, the simplification made previously must be
removed and the shape of the underlying volume surface iiiiist be taken into account
for force magnitude calculation. In non proxy-based algorithms this is done implicitly.
Here, the behaviour of non proxy-based algorithms is mimicked by scaling the output
of equation 3.4 by a factor dependent on the voxels intersecting the proxy sphere.
Thus, local surface shape inflnences the magnitude of the output force. Non proxybased algorithm force output may be mimicked by multiplying the output of equation
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Figure 3.12 Iinagiiiary Sphere for Foree Caleulation
3.4 by the ratio
6

=

inter sectin gvobniie
sectorvoiunie

(3.5;

where intersectinfjvolunie is the total volume of voxels iiiterseeting the proxy sphere,
and sectorvoiunie is the volume of the i)roxy sphere whieh would have interseeted
the objeet volume had the surface been planar. Figure 3.13 illustrates this. The total
output force in a given haptic frame is thus
TT

F = a * 6 * —h^{3r — h)

(3.6)

This approach works very well and results in force accuracy almost identical to the
non-proxy based algorithm, as discussed in section 3.5.

3.5

Evaluation of Haptic Algorithms

Haptic algorithm developers are faced with a particular difficulty in comparing dif
ferent algorithms performance. This issue is adressed in [17] where real-world force
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Figure 3.13 Adjusting Proxy-Basoci Algorithm Output for Noii-Planar Sur
face's
and trajc'C'tory data were recorded when exploring objects with a force probe. An
online haptic data r('])ository was published, [37], in which a planar surface and a
plastic duck were used as the objects to be explored and scanned. A laser scanner
was used to generate a polygonal model of the plastic duck to be used as an input in a
haptic algorithm. In [17], an implementation of the polygonal proxy-based algorithm
presented in [38] was compared against the voxel-based rendering scheme in [35]; this
work focuses on comparison of voxel-based haptic rendering methods.
The plastic duck model from the repository was used to evaluate the haptic algo
rithms. The polygonal duck model on its own is useless for evaluating a voxel-based
haptic feedback algorithm, thns it was voxelized and the result used as haptic algo
rithm input. The real-world forces from [37] were then used to time and improve the
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proxy-based and non proxy-based algorithms. A root-mean-scpiared (RMS) error was
used as a means of evaluating algorithm output force accnraey.

3.5.1

Voxelization of the Polygonal Duck Model

The process of generating a volnmetric model consisting of voxels from a polygonal
surface model of an object is known as voxelization. In this work, the Visnalization
Toolkit (VTK) was used to aid in this process. VTK contains a class called vtkVoxelModeller, which generates a discrete voxel grid from input polygonal data. The
{)olygonal surface from the online repository is stored as a .obj file. Conveniently,
VTK also contains a class called vtkOBJReader, which is used here to read in poly
gon points, normals and eonnectivities. The dimensions of the output voxel array
from vtkVoxelModeller were chosen to match the dimensions of duck i)olygonal rej)resentation from the .obj hie. In this way, voxel spacing in x, y and z directions is
e(inal.

The output from vtkVoxelModeller is a discrete voxel grid in which voxels which
intersect the input j)olygonaI surface are assigned a value of one while non-intersecting
voxels are assigned a value of zero. This is not sufficient for testing the vohnne haptics
algorithms used in this work, as voxels inside the surface are still marked as zero.
Thus, the voxelization of the input object is hollow. A simi)le voxel-hlling algorithm
was implemented to rectify this. The hll algorithm operates line-by-line on voxels in
the x-direction and operates as follows. This is shown in Fig. 3.14:
• Start at x = 0 and increment in the positive x-direction until the end of a line
is reached.
• Find the hrst non-zero voxel which is followed by a zero voxel. This determines
that the enrrent position is just inside the surface of the vohnne.
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• Mark all subsequent voxels as non-zero until the next non-zero voxel is encoun
tered. This determines that a surface has again been reached and thus the
algorithm is exiting the object.
E(iually, the algorithm could operate on lines in the y or z directions with the same
result. There is one situation in which this algorithm fails. At an extremity of an
object an x-line such as that shown in the bottom of Fig. 3.14 may be encountered.
A pre-scan is thus implemented for each line to avoid filling errors when processing
such a line.
,Smlaces of (Dbject
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Figure 3.14 Voxel Filling of Individual Lines

The iiq)ut force trajectory presented in the online repository needed to be trans
lated and scaled to fit the voxelized model. In order to achieve this the original
polygonal model of the duck w^as visualized and the input trajectory was visualized
using OpeiiGL lines and translated and scaled until it htted the duck’s surface. Since
the voxel array dimensions were chosen to match that of the polygonal representa
tion, the transformed trajectory could then be used directly as an input to the haptic
rendering algorithms. It is useful to note that within the input trajectory file ‘in.traj’
from the repository, there are different sections which need to be treated as separate
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entities. For example, when the section of the trajectory which explores the duck’s
back is scaled and translated to ht the surface, the section exploring the duck’s head
does not then match up.

3.5.2

Results of Evaluation

The force data presented in the online data repository is not compared directly against
haptic algorithm output. Rather, the normal component of these forces is compared
with algorithm onti)ut. Forces measured with the force probe are aligned with the
axis of the i)robe, i.e. its handle. When a hnman is exploring a surface with the force
probe it is impossible to expect that the user will hold the probe exactly normal to
the object’s surface and therefore, re('orded forces are often skewed with respect to
the surface. Instead of taking t hes(' forces directly, their component which is normal
to the surface is computed by i)rojection onto the surface normal vector at the cnrrent
position and the result is then used for comparison with algorithm output. For this
l)nrpose, local surface normals are calculated in exactly the same was as they are in
the actual haj^tic algorithms themselves, i.e. by smnming voxel contributions around
the effector sphere and normalizing the result.
In order to determine algorithm acciiracy, a root-mean-scpiared error method is
used for accuracy evahiation. The overall normalized RMS error e is given as

\Fn - Fa,
iFrpnaxl

(3.7)

where N is the number of force trajectory samples, Fvi is the real force at sample i,
Fai is the algorithm’s output force at sample i and Frpnax is the magnitude of the
maximmn real output force.
Table 3.1 shows the results obtained for an input trajectory of 4,000 samples.
The execution time figures are based on the algorithm running on Windows XP
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Table 3.1 Algorithms’ Performance
Algorithm

Improved Proxy

Hooke Proxy

Non Proxy

Normalized RMS Error (%)

9.96

13.08

9.90

Frame Time (ms)

0.376

0.374

0.135

on an Intel Core Duo E86(K) CPU running at 3.33 GHz. The overall accuracy of
the improved proxy-based and non i)roxy-based algorithms is almost identical. The
accuracy of the improved proxy-based algorithm is superior to that of the ‘Hooke
Proxy’ algorithm, i.e. a proxy-based algorithm with linear force calcnlation as used
in [3].

This proves that using the idea of a virtual sphere for proxy-])ased force

calcnlation inovides a marked improvement in output force accuracy. Figure 3.15
shows a zoonied-out coni])arison of algorit hm output forces against real-world data,
while Fig. 3.16 illustrates the improvement in accuracy gained by using the new force
calculation method in the improved proxy-based algorithm.
Frame execution time for the ])roxy-based algorithm is almost three times longer
than that of the non proxy-based algorithm. Since output forces must be sent to the
haptic device at a minimum of 1,000 Hz, both algorithms are still well within the 1
ms of available execution time.
One of the main advantages of the proxy-based algorithm is that it offers the
potential advantages of controlling material parameters such as friction, stiffness,
viscosity and penetrability, as in [36], although only friction has been implemented
thus far in this work. These properties are difficult to implement without a i)roxy. The
improved proxy-based algorithm achieves greater stiffness without instability than the
proxy-based algorithm. Another advantage of using a proxy-based algorithm is that
the pop-through problem of non proxy-based algorithms is eliminated.
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Figure 3.15 Real-World Forces (Blue) vs. Non Proxy-Based Algoritliin
Forces (Red) vs. Improved Proxy-Based Algorithm Forces (Green)
Surface friction has l)een implemented in the imi)roved proxy-based algorithm in
this work Imt discarded for the ])nrpose of all analysis thus far. Friction is imple
mented in a manner similar to [36]. A friction force vector is defined on the local
surface as F = //./, where //, is a friction coefficient and fs a unit vector on the local
surface plane. Only when the user ai)plies a force greater than F will the proxy be
moved thus causing the i)roxy to lag the user effector thereby giving the impression
of friction. Future work will examine the effect of surface friction on the accuracy
of the improved proxy-based algorithm. Also, while the haptic evaluation method
due to Morris et al. is useful for evaluating haptic algorithms exploring the surface of
an object, a method for comparing the haptic forces involved when drilling bone to
real-world data is still needed.
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Figure 3.16 Real World Forces (thick solid) vs. Non-Linear Force Calcula
tion (dashed) vs. Hooke’s Law Force Calculation (thin solid)
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Chapter 4
Real-Time Volume Graphics
Tliis chapter discusses techni(|ues for visualization of volumetric data. There are two
principal methods for volume visualization - indirect volume rendering (commonly
known as surface rendering) and direct volume rendering (DVR). The former recpiires
some intermediate algorithm to extrax't a surface from volnmetric data which is then
rendered on screen whereas DVR methods operate directly on volnmetric data to
produce a hnal image. DVR i)ossesses advantages over surface rendering in that voxels
thronghont the volume can contribute to the final image and thus semi-transi)arent
objects can be visualized in detail. The results of a surface render commonly offer
no information as to what lies beneath the surface of an object. Such information is
often critical for surgeons in determining the appropriate drilling technique. For the
purpose of a bone-drilling simulation, surface rendering methods are not capable of
producing the same level of detail as DVR methods.
Examples of bone milling simulators which use surface rendering techniques in
clude the work of Eriksson et al. [3] and Morris et al. [4] while Agus et al. [1],
Bryan et al. [2], Pfessler et al. [5] and Trier et al. [18] emi)loy DVR techniques.
In this work, an indirect volume rendering method using the Marching Cubes al52
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gorithni was originally iinpleinentecl to cpiickly develop a funetional simulator with
which haptic feedback could be integrated and tuned. Subsequently, a, GPU-based
DVR algorithm [18], [39], [40] was implemented in order to improve graphical realism.

4.1

GPU-Based Rendering

In recent years graphics hardware has undergone a marked change with the intro
duction of a ])rogrannnable graphics pipeline. Fixed-function pipelines have been
replaced by fully programmable vertex and fragment shaders with the result that
the developer can now write microprograms which rim on the GPU, replacing tradi
tional pipeline elements. Although they do have limitations, GPUs are optimized for
gra])hics tasks and can iierform them signifii'antly faster than CPUs.
The function of the graphics pipeline is to convert graphics iiriniitives (points,
lines and jiolygons) into pixel colours for the hnal screen image. Figure 4.1 shows
the traditional hxed-fnnction, iion-programmable, graphics pipeline on a graphics
card. Specialised hardware acc'elerates exeemtion of graphics tasks. The hrst stage
is to transform a stream of in])ut vertices by rotating, shifting and scaling according
to the rnodehnew and projection matrices dehned in the user program, e.g. by a
list of OpenGL commands (for the remainder of this chapter it is assumed that
OpeiiGL is used). These steps transform the input vertices from their local model
coordinates into screen space. If enabled, lighting calcnlations are also carried out in
this stage. Primitive assembly groups transformed vertices together to form points,
lines or polygons as specified by OpenGL code. Before these primitives are passed
to the rasterization stage they are clipped so that those outside the current viewport
are discarded. Occlusion culling is also performed which discards hidden primitives.
Rasterization is the process of converting a set of geometric input primitives into
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Figure 4.1 Traditional Fixed-Function Graphics Pipeline
fragments which correspond to screen pixels. Attributes at input vertices are inter
polated to form fragments. For example, with texturing enabled, if vertex A of a
polygon were black in colour and vertex B were white then fragments in between
would be assigned varying shades of grey. Texture lookups can also be performed to
colour fragments using texture maps. Finally the raster operations step writes a hnal
I)ixel colour to the frame l)uffer. This involves z-testing and Irlending (if enabled) as
well as stencil buffer conii)arison. Z-testing uses a depth buffer to check if the current
fragment is in front of or behind a j:)reviously written fragment and decides whether
to draw or discard it. Blending may combine fhe colours of the current fragment and
a imeviously written fragment. The stencil buffer dehnes which pixels of the frame
buffer can and cannot be written to.
The programmable graphics pipeline is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The yellow boxes
depict where user-dehned programs are executed on the GPU. A vertex program ex
ecutes once per vertex and tyi)i(*ally performs niodelview and projection transforma
tions at a minimum. A fragment prograni executes once i)er fragment and accepts the
outi)ut of the rasterizer as input. The fragment i)rograni then determines the colour
and optionally the depth of the output fragment. This allows for much greater con
trol over individual pixels in an output image. Whereas in a hxed-function pipeline
lighting calculations are carried out during vertex processing, in a programmable
pipeline they are executed in the fragment prograni and so lighting calculations can
be executed per-fragment rather than per-vertex.
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Figure 4.2 Programmable Graphics Pipeline

4.2

Indirect Volume Rendering

Indirect volnine rendering relies on extraction of a polygonal isosurface from an un
derlying volumetric dataset based on some tliresliolded isovalue. For example in a
CT dataset of a human skull the x-ray attenuation value for skin is a known value,
thus all volume values matching this value can be used to produce a polygonal surface
representing skin. The most poi)nlar isosnrface extraction algorithm is the Marching
Cubes algorithm, but other methods do 6'xist.
Contour tracing is an indirect volume rendering tec'hniqiie which involves tracing
contours in each 2D slice which makes up a volume. For a given object some thresholded isovalne is used to hnd contour points which are joined together with polylines.
Contours from adjacent slices are then connected to form triangles. This api)roach
can be problematic as there are often multiple contours in each slice thus connecting
them to form continuous surfaces can become difficult.
The Cuberille or Opaque Cubes Algorithm [41] is a relatively simplistic algorithm
which visualizes cubic voxel faces, resulting in a blocky image. For each voxel in the
volume it must be decided if it is part of the desired surface, based on the current
isovalne. The cubic faces of voxels which belong to the surface are then rendered.
Unless the dataset has very high resolution, i.e. very small voxel spacing the results
of this algorithm are likely to be unsatisfactory due to visible jagged edges.
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The Marching Cul)es Algorithm [42] builds on the Cuberille algorithm. Individual
cubic cells within a volume are considered which consist of eight voxel values, one at
each corner. If a cell is found to contain at least one voxel with value less than and at
least one voxel with value greater than the current isovalue then that cell intersects
the desired surface. Depending on voxel values within a surface cell, a polygon or set
of polygons is produced which approximates the current surface portion, based on a
set of hfteen pre-defined polygon sets as shown in Figure 4.3. Cubic cells progress
through the volume producing a set of polygons which together form the final polygo
nal surface. Examples of temporal bone surgery simulators which used the marching
cubes algorithm for visualization include [3] and [4]. The Marching Tetrahedra Al
gorithm is similar to Marching Cubes except that each cubic cell is first subdivided
into a number of tetralu'dra. More triangles are generated per cell than the Marching
Cubes algorithm so a better surface ap])roxiniation is achieved, at the cost of longer
execution time.
The Dividing Cubes Algorithm [43] is an extension to the Marching Cubes Algo
rithm. Instead of generating an isosurface through cubic cells this algorithm projects
surface-intersecting cells to screen space. If a projected cell occui)ies more than one
screen pixel it is divided into sub-cells, each of which is rendered as a surface point.
Thus, the result of the algorithm is a dense point-cloud at screen resolution. Gradi
ents can be calculated from surface points and used in lighting calculations to shade
the result. The algorithm performs faster than Marching Cubes.

4.3

Direct Volume Rendering (DVR)

There are two basic approaches to direct volume rendering, image-order and objectorder. In an image order approach, screen pixels are used as the starting point for
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0 X

Figure 4.3 Marching Cubes 15 Cases
traversing a volinne. A |)()})ular example of this is ray-casting in which rays are cast
from each screen pixel through the volume. Object order approaches scan through a
volume in its own object space. The results are then i)rojected onto the image i)lane
and thus the screen window. A common example of this is 3D slice-based texture
rendering.
Rendering of scalar 3D volumes from CT scans typically uses transfer functions
to assign colours and oi)acities to sample points. Scalar CT values are used to access
a transfer function table and return an RGBA quadruplet. To determine final pixel
colours in an image the most common approach is to comi^ute the discrete volume
rendering integral which involves accumulating optical properties (RGBA values) at
steps along viewing rays through the volume. This process is known as compositing.
The two basic methods used are front-to-back compositing, in which viewing rays are
traversed from the viewer into the volume and back-to-front compositing in which
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rays are traversed from ‘behind’ the volume to the viewer. Equations 4.1 show how
the front-to-back discrete volume rendering integral is iteratively calculated at steps
along a viewing ray. Here,
Oacc

Cacc

is the colour accimmlated thus far along the ray and

is the accumiilated opacity while

Csample

aiid

a sample

are the current colour and

opacity samples. Equation 4.2 shows how to compute the back-to-front discrete vol
ume rendering integral. These equations assume that opacity-weighted or associated
colours are used, i.e. colours have been pre-mnltiplied by their opacities.
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^^acc
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^acc)(^sample
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saitiple)Cacc

T

Csample

(4.1)

(4.2:

GPU Slice-Based Texture Rendering

Slice-l)ased rendering [44], [45] is a very j)opular object-order approach whicli involves
decomposing a 3D volume into 2D slices which may be view-aligned or object aligned.
\4ew-aligned techniques operate on slices i)arallel to the viewing plane, this is usually
referred to as 3D texture slicing. Object-aligned techniques operate on slices parallel
to the X, y or z axis of the object’s own coordinate system, and this is usually referred
to as 2D texture slicing. In both api)roaches planar polygonal slices are textured by
resampling and interpolating the original volume’s scalar values and using the result as
a lookup value into a colour transfer function table. Texturing hardware on graphics
cards can efficiently perform these tasks. Textured polygons are then projected onto
the image plane and composited to produce a final image. OpenGL blending can be
used to perform compositing in either front-to-back or back-to-front order. Gradients
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can be coiiii)uted for each point in the volume, either by pre-eomputation on the CPU
or by on-the-fly computation on the GPU, and used in lighting calculations.
2D texture slicing recpiires three stacks of polygons, one aligned with the x, y and
z axes. Thus, this approach is more memory intensive than 3D texture slicing which
generates a new set of slices each time the viewing direction is changed. In any one
frame the polygon stack with the smallest angle to the current viewing direction is
used. A disadvantage is that visible flicker can occur when switehing between polygon
stacks. The main reason for using 2D texture slicing is its faster performance.
Agus et al. [46] (2004) use an OpeiiGL slice-based method with on-the-hy gradient
computation on the GPU. Object-aligned slices are used as camera movement is
constrained to an angle of 30° and so flicker due to slice-stack switching is not a
prol)lem. [2] also inii)lenients slice-based texture rendering in OpeiiGL.

4.3.2

Shear-Warp Volume Rendering

Shear-warp volume rendering [47] is similar to 2D texture slicing except that instead
of projecting slic'es onto the final image plane, an intermediate image plane called the
base plane is used which is aligned with the volume. First, the volume grid is sheared
so that i)rojection is performed perpendicular to the base plane. After slices have
been eomposited on the base plane, the image on the base plane is warped, once per
frame, onto the final image plane. 2D texture slicing and the shear-warp algorithm
differ in the order in which they perform warping and compositing. In 2D texture
slicing each textured polygon is wari)ed and then composited on the final image plane
whereas shear-warp rendering composits images on the intermediate base plane and
warps the result, once per frame. Shear-warp rendering was traditionally performed
and optimized for GPU implementations and at present is not suitable for GPU-based
rendering.
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Volume Ray Casting

Volume ray casting [48] is an image-order approacli in whicli a ray is cast into the
volnme for eacli pixel in the image plane. Typically, the volume-rendering integral
is evaluated in front-to-back order at discrete sampling points along the ray. Voxel
values are trilinearly interpolated at each sampling point and the resultant value
used as a lookup in a colour transfer function table. Ray casting lends itself to a high
degree of parallelism due to the independent nature of rays. Traditionally, ray-easting
was performed on the CPU but with recent advaneenient in graphics liardware GPUbased ray casting has become increasingly popular. To perform ray-casting efficiently
on a GPU, looping and l)ranehing in fragment programs must be supi)orted as is the
case in modern grai)hies hardware. Several oi)timization techniques exist ineluding
early ray termination, empty si)aee skipping, adaptive sampling and more.
Aside from using the discrete volume-rendering integral to compute hiial pixel
colours, other technifpies can also be used such as isosurfaee rendering or inaximum
intensity projection. In isosurfaee rendering, rays are traversed until a sample value
corresponding to a preset isosurfaee is encountered. The colour at this location then
determines hiial fragment colour. Maximum intensity projection uses the maximum
value encountered along each ray for final fragment colours. Examples of temporal
bone surgery simulators which use ray-casting techni(iues include [5] and [18]. Ray
casting algorithms can also be used for visualization of tetrahedral grids.
Ray-casting possesses advantages over slice-based texture rendering in that re
dundant calculations can be eliminated. In slicing techniques, texture fetch, gradient
and lighting calculations and blending are performed throughout the volume. The
majority of calculations performed do not contribute to the final image [49]. A typical
volume consists of a significant portion of ‘empty space’. A ray-casting algorithm can
be optimized to skip empty space whereas slicing algorithms are not suited to this
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task. Another advantage of ray-easting is that a correct i)erspective projection of a
volnnie can be produced. This is not the case in texture slicing. For these reasons it
was decided to iinpleinent a GPU-based ray-casting algorithm in this work.

4.3.4

Splatting

Splatting [50] is an object-order approach in which the volume is traversed and vox
els are projected onto the image plane in back-to-front or front-to-back order and
composited on toj) of each other. A splat footprint is computed for each voxel which
determines its contribution to the hnal image. The algorithm is analogous to ’throw
ing snowballs’ at the image plane. Its key advantage is speed at the cost of poorer
(inality rendering.

4.4

Implementation of Visualization Methods

The CT data used for visualization in this work were obtained from the Visible
Hniiian CT Datasets i)rovided by Bill Lorensen [51]. In both polygonal and ray
casting visualization methods the GLUI toolkit is used as an interface to control an
OpenGL camera for real-time viewing, along with various sinmlation i)aranieters such
as drill burr size, bone removal rate and more. The Cg language was used to program
the GPU in the ray-casting implementation.

4.4.1

Polygonal Graphics Implementation

The initial visualization method employed in this work derives a polygonal represen
tation of bone from CT scans by application of the marching cubes algorithm. Fig.
4.4. The VTKDicomRcader class from the Visualization Toolkit is used to read in
CT image data to form a 3D voxel array. Initially, the VTKMarching Cubes class
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operates on the entire dataset and produces three arrays as output - a points array,
a connectivity array and a point normals array. The points array defines polygon
vertices in 3D si)ace while the connectivity array contains indices into the the points
array describing how to connect points to form polygons. The normals array defines
a surface normal for each polygon point. Points and normals are used as arguments
in OpenGL commands in order to render polygons to the screen.
When underlying voxels are removed due to virtual bone drilling the polygonal
representation must update accordingly. It would take far too much execution time to
execute a full marching cubes algorithm on the entire dataset between gra])hics frames
and therefore a localised marching cubes algorithm operates only on the modified area,
the extents of which are passed to the graidiics thread by the haptics thread. This
results ill new j^oints, connectivity and normal arrays for the modified area. These
are inserted into the original arrays n'placing old polygons.
The advantage of this approadi is ease of implementation and the fact that only
polygonal grajihics are used means that the virtual drill can be easily integrated in
the graphical representation. Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 show screenshots from the polygonal
implenientation.

4.4.2

GPU-Based Volume Ray-Casting Implementation

The GPU ray-casting method employed in this work is similar to [18]. [52] provides
a useful starting point for development of GPU ray-casting applications. The basic
idea is to render the desired image onto the front faces of a cube which acts as a
bounding box around the volume. For each pixel in this cube, a ray is cast from the
image plane into the volume and optical proi)erties are accumulated along the ray.
For each pixel (or fragment) in the image:
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Figure 4.4

Polygonal Graphics Iinpleiiieiitatioii
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Figure 4.5 Polygonal Graphics Screenshot 1

Figure 4.6 Polygonal Graphics Screenshot 2
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• Ray entry and exit points in the volume are computed.
• The vohnne is sampled at intervals along a ray. As ray sampling points do
not coincide with voxel locations, voxel intensity values are interpolated at the
sampling points.
• The enrrent intensity value is used as a lookup into a colour transfer function
table which returns an RGB A quadruplet.
• Subsequent colour samples along a ray are front-to-back composited according
to the vohnne rendering equations, Eqn. 4.1.
• The local vohnne gradient is computed and used to shade the current sample
according to a dehned light direction.
• The ray is terminated when it hits opacpie geometry (the drill burr), when
ac‘('innulated opax'ity exc'ceds a threshold (early ray termination) or when the
ray exits the volmne.
• Final pixel colour is determined by accumulated colour at this point.
All of the above stejos are i)erfornied on the GPU and coded using the Cg language.
Setup is first performed in the main C++ application using OpenGL and is detailed
below. Fig. 4.7 outlines program flow.

Ray Setup

Ray entry and exit points are computed using the method in [49]. Two 2D textures
representing the front and back faces of a cube bounding the vohnne are rendered
in OpenGL, Fig. 4.8. The OpenGL framebuffer object (FBO) extension is employed
to render front and back faces to different buffers. The cube is rendered with vertex
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colours (texture coordinates) identical to vertex coordinates. The rasterizer inter
polates colours between vertices so that the texture coordinate of each fragment
corresponds to a point on the front or back of the volume’s bounding cube. In the
Cg fragment program, texture coordinates from front and back faces are used as ray
entry and exit points.
Cube back faces are hrst rendered to an off-screen buffer using the traditional
graphics i)ipeline. This buffer is later passed as a 2D texture parameter to the frag
ment program. Vertex and fragment shader programs are then bound and cube front
faces are rendered with OpenGL commands. Pipeline operations are now controlled
by the shader programs. The vertex program accepts points and texture coordinates
as input and applies api)ropriate transformations as defined by the Oi)enGL rnodelview and projectum matrices. The rasterization stage then generates fragments for

the fragment program. Thus, each fragment’s texture coordinate can directly be used
as a ray entry point to the volume. To determine ray exit points, the previously
rendered back face buffer is accessed. The current fragment’s window [)osition is used
to hnd the appropriate lookup position in the back face buffer and the current ray’s
exit point is returned. Since window fragment positions are in the range [-1, 1] and
texture coordinates are in the range [0, 1] an appropriate adjustment is made before
lookup.

Ray Traversal

For each ray, the Cg fragment program subtracts ray entry points from exit points
and the result is normalized to obtain ray directions through the volume. A step size
is passed from the main C-|--|- application as a parameter to the fragment program
and used to determine sampling points along the ray. If desired, step size may be
adjusted in real-time using the GUI. According to the Nycpiist-Shannon sampling
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Figure 4.8 Ray Casting Cube Front and Back Textures
theorem, sanii)les must l)e takcai at at least twice the fre(inency of the original data
in order to reconstruct the image, therefor(' at least two samples i)er voxel must be
taken to achieve a correct visual render. A trade-olf exists between sanii)hng rate
and rendering spe('d. CT intensity values are interpolated at the sampling points and
the result used to look up a ID transfer fnnetion texture which returns an RGBA
(piadriiplet. Colours are then front-to-back composited to determine final pixel colour.
Transfer Functions
The transfer fnnetion texture is dehned in the main C++ application and passed to
the Cg fragment i)rograni. It may be modified via the GUI so that results can be
viewed in real-time. Transfer functions are used to assign colours to various anatom
ical structures within the volume and to determine which structures are visualized
and which are not. For example, if it is desired to visualize bone only, regions of the
transfer function table corresponding to bone intensity values are assigned colours
and opacities while all other regions are assigned zero opacity and do not contribute
to the final image.
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Combining Polygonal Tool Representation with GPU Ray-Casting

Since this visualization nietliocl renders volnnie data onto cube faces, it is not a
trivial task to achieve visually correct results for a polygonal object such as a drill
burr interacting with the volnnie. If a virtual drill is drawn with OpenGL polygons,
intersections with the vohnne’s bounding box are computed by the graphics pipeline
and thus the portion of the drill behind cube front faces disappears. To achieve a
correct render for interaction with the volume the dejitli buffer must be passed to the
fragment program.
In the raymasting fragment program an approach similar to [53] is used where
the dei)th texture is used to determine ray intersections with drill polygons. Rays
are immediately terminated when ])olygon intersection occurs. If a visible anatomical
structure has not been encountered before the jiolygoii intersection point then the
drill colour texture is accessed and the cnrrent fragment’s output colour is set to the
drill polygon’s colour. Otherwise, the current drill polygon fragment is behind some
visible portion of the volume and front-to-bach composited colours are used.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the various texture i)arameters i)assed to the fragment pro
gram. The following is a detailed descrii)tion of graphics frame execution:
• Set perspective i)rojection.
• Modify 3D volume texture according to drilling.
• Render cube back faces to back face buffer.
• Clear depth buffer.
• Bind drill colour and depth textures.
Draw drill polygons to initialize depth buffer and drill colour buffer for use in
raycasting.
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• Bind Cg vertex and fragment programs and final image texture.
• Perform raycasting, computing ray intersections with drill polygons.
• Render drill polygons again with depth testing enabled to draw portion of drill
outside volume cube.
• Render hnal image texture to screen.

Figure 4.9 Fragment Program Texture Parameters

Results

Figure 4.10 shows a transfer function used in this work and Fig. 4.11 shows the cor
responding visual outi)nt. Trapezoidal shapes have been used for the RGBA transfer
functions. Two regions have been dehned in the transfer function texture. For sim
plicity, skin, tissue and fat have all been coloured pink. These have values in the range
[—150; 150] in Homisfield units. Bone has been coloured white and occupies intensity
values in the range [200; 1000]. Here, it has been assumed that bone, skin, tissue and
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fat are all opaque substances. Semi-transparent objects can easily be visualized by
simply changing the opacity value. The resolution of the dataset is 256 * 256 * 256
voxels, with 1mm voxel spacing. Future work will examine more detailed transfer
functions and most likely address the use of multidimensional transfer functions.

Figure 4.10 Ray-Casting Transfer Function
Figure 4.12 shows a visualization during a virtual drilling. Here, tissue surrounding
the tenii)oral bone has been removed and the mastoid portion is exposed. The white
honeycomb bone structure may be seen, along with some tissue.
Using the hardware described in Section 2.2, a frame rate of 5 - 10 frames per
second has been achieved when taking 2.54 samples j)er voxel, including lighting
calculations. This frame rate is cpiite low and it is desirable to employ optimization
methods for more rendering si)eed. Some of these methods are detailed in Section
4.4.2.

Visual Artifacts in Ray-Casting
There are many possible sources of artifacts in volume ray-casting, occurring at var
ious stages ill the ray-casting pipeline. The first is caused by sampling the volume
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Figure 4.11 l^ay-Casting Full Head Screeiisliot
below the Nyciuist rate and results in a ‘wood-grain’ effeet in the visual output. Low
sainpliiig rate allows higher frame rates however, and tcchnicines exist to suppress
artifacts such as stochastic jittering which essentially sni)presses sampling artifacts
with noise. In Fig. 4.11 the volume has been sampled well above the Nycpiist rate,
thus the artifacts seen are not due to sampling.
Filtering is the process of attempting to reconstruct the original, continnous signal
from a sampled, discretized one. In the case of volume visnahzation, one tries to
reconstruct a continnous 3D image from discrete voxels. The ideal reconstruction filter
is the sine filter which requires an infinite number of samples and is thus impractical.
Ill this work, hardware in-bnilt trilinear interpolation of voxel values is used when
sampling along a ray, which is equivalent to using a box reconstruction filter. Future
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Figure 4.12 Ray-Casting Drilling Screenshot
work will exaniine alternative filtering teelniiciues to improve image quality.
Classification artifacts arise when extracting colour information from transfer
funetions textures. Pre-interpolative classifieation involves converting the grayscale
CT volume into a 3D colour volume and sani])ling the colour volume along rays.
This has the advantage that the volume’s colours are determined in a i)re-processing
step and can be used directly in the ray-casting fragment program, thus avoiding
a transfer function texture lookup and resulting in faster performance.

Unfortu

nately, this technique results iu a poor quality render due to blockiness in the image.
Post-interpolative classification is employed in this work and involves sampling and
interpolating the grayscale volume and using the result as an index into the trans
fer function texture, where colours are again interpolated. This results in improved
image quality. However, high frequencies present iu the transfer function (such as
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Figure 4.13 Contouring on ()])ac[ne Skin due to Coincident Opacity and
Colour Functions
introduced by a step fniiction) may not ])e rcj)roduced. Pre-integrated volume ren
dering (‘an capture high freciuencies in the transfer function and may be implemented
in future work.
Revisiting the transfer function in Fig. 4.10, note that the capacity transfer function
(in black) is not coincident with colour transfer functions, i.e. its range is shorter.
This is to avoid a contouring effect on an opacpie object, as illustrated in Fig. 4.13.
Here, ray samples which coincide with low-valued points on colour and opacity slopes
contribute dark colours in the form of contours. Shifting opacity prevents this as
dark colours are sampled with zero opacity and do not contribute to the image. In
fact, when the opacity fimction is shifted sufficiently, the slopes of the colour transfer
functions are irrelevant.
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Optimization Techniques

Early ray termination due to accnmnlated opacity is an optimization technique which
has been implemented in this work. It is very easily implemented in the ray-casting
fragment i)rogram by simply checking if the current acciinmlated opacity has exceeded
a threshold, typically an opacity of close to 1. If the threshold has been exceeded
then all voxels beyond this sampling position cannot contribute to the hnal image
and thus the ray is terminated.
Adaptive sampling is an optimization technique very well suited to ray-casting
which involves sampling areas of the volume containing high frecpiencies at a higher
rate than those containing low frecpiencies. For example, a homogenous region of
solid bone need not be sanii)led at a high rate. On the other hand, areas with a sharp
change in colour such as at a boundary between organs recpiire a higher sampling rate
to capture detail. Ray step size can be adjusted in a ray-casting fragment program
in order to accelerate rendering. The teclmicpie used is to dehne an additional 3D
texture called the inii)ortance volume, whieh contains step size information. Future
work will examine implementation of adaptive samping in this simulator.
Tyi)ically, medical data sets contain large regions of empty si)ace. It is pointless
to perform ray-casting calculations in these regions and so empty space skipping can
be employed [49]. The current system in this work uses a cubic bounding box for the
volume, resulting in large regions of empty space and thus redundant calculations. [54]
introduces complex polygonal bounding geometry for volumetric objects. Future work
will implement a similar empty space skipping technique.

Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
The field of virtual surgery is still relatively young and eontinnes to receive attention.
Several research groups have developed siinnlators for temporal bone surgery, includ
ing Agns et ah [1], Bryan et al. [2], Morris et al. [4], Pfessler et ah [5] and Trier et
ah [18]. Ill the future it is likely that virtual eiiviroiiments will form a standard eomIioiieiit of the enrricnliim for trainee surgeons, and to date emiihasis has been jilaced
on various asiieets of simnlation. Morris et al. [4] produced an extensive body of work
which iiielndes simnlation of virtual nerves, virtual skin and muscle removal and sim
nlation of metal plate insertion for craniofacial surgery. Two users may be coupled to
the sinmlation to allow interachive teaching of appropriate drilling technique. Bone
dust and paste accnmnlation has been included in [1] and [4], with the use of a sec
ond haptic device for virtual suction and irrigation. [2] includes an ‘intelligent tutor’
which allows querying and identification of anatomical structures. [5] renders data at
snb-voxel resolution in order to visualise small details in structures. [18] includes a
warning system which alerts the user when drilling in proximity to critical anatomy.
Synthesised audio is included in [2] and [4] which is modulated by drilling position
and force.
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Ill this work key visual, haptic and audio components of a virtual training envi
ronment for temporal bone surgery have been developed and integrated in a Cd--tapplication. The virtual environment is suitable for patient-specific training via the
uploading of CT scan data and subsequent visual and haptic simulation.
A state-of-the-art review was carried out for volume haptic feedback algorithms
ill virtual bone surgery. It was found that two main classes of haptic algorithm exist,
proxy-based and non proxy-based. An improved proxy-based haptic algorithm was
developed which solves the proxy immersion problem while also addressing the issue of
the proxy object jiassing through small holes in the volume. A new method of force
calculation for jiroxy-based volume haptic algorithms was developed. To measure
and compare hajitic algorithm performance, the online haptic data repository [37]
was used. This allows comjiarisoii of algorithm out])ut with real-world forc'e data.
First, the iiiqiroved proxy-based algorithm was compared against the existing i)roxybased algorithm [3]. A signihe-ant performance improvement was achieved from a
force accuracy point of view. A root-mean-s(iuared force error of about 10% was
observed, compared with about 13% for [3].
A non proxy-based algorithm similar to [4] was implemented. It was found that
when using this algorithm with a Phantom Omni for force feedback the maximum stiff
ness achievable from the device without instability was quite poor, resulting in bone
feeling (giite soft. A pop-through problem also exists for non proxy-based algorithms
in that if the user exerts sufficient force on the device, the virtual drilling burr can
penetrate the volume and become consumed by voxels, thus resulting in zero output
force. Output forces from the non proxy-based and improved j)roxy-based algorithm
algorithms were compared against real-world force data. It was found that compara
ble force accuracies were achieved, both algorithms having a root-mean-squared error
of about 10%.
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The improved proxy-based algorithm offers several advantages over non proxybased algorithms:
• The pop-through problem does not exist.
• Improved stiffness without instability is achieved.
• Physical properties such as friction can be implemented and parameterized.
This is difficult to achieve when using non proxy-based algorithms.
On the other hand, proxy-based algorithms require local surfaces to be generated
in each haptic frame. Extraction of local surfaces from voxel data requires extra
(‘ompntational efl'ort ('oni])ared with a non proxy-leased algorithm. The non proxybased algorithm executed about three times faster than the improved proxy-based
algorithm.
Initially, a leolygonal graphical rcieresentation was iniieleniented in the sinmlation.
Subsequently, a GPU ray-casting algorithm, similar to [18] was implemented in which
GPU programming is carried out using Nvidia’s Cg language. Volume ray-casting is
capable of more impressive visual results than i)olygonal graphics alone. Through
the use of transfer functions, colour can be added to the simulation and various
anatomical stnu'tures may be coloured differently. On-the-fly gradients are calculated
in the Cg fragment program to include lighting in the simulation. Audio is added to
the simulation in the form of recordings taken during a mastoidectomy.
Figure 5.1 shows a screenshot from the simulation with the GUI included.

5.1

Summary of Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
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• Key visual, haptic and audio components of a virtual training environment for
tenii)oral bone surgery were developed and integrated in a C++ application.
The virtual environment is suitable for patient-specihe training via the upload
ing of CT scan data and subsequent visual and haptic simulation.
• An improved proxy-based volume haptic algorithm was developed. This ad
dresses the proxy immersion problem while preventing the unrealistic phe
nomenon of a virtual burr passing through holes smaller than its own size.
A new, improved method of force calculation for proxy-based volume haptics
algorithms was developed.
• A volume ray-casting algorithm was implemented which exploits the parallelism
inherent in the GPUs in modern graphics cards. Through the use of colour
transfer functions, various anatomical structures can be visualised with the ray
casting algorithm. Transfer functions may be modified via a GUI and results
viewed in real-time.

5.2

Future Work

At present, bone removal is simulated by linearly decreasing contact voxel opacity
values when drilling is in progress. Future work will include a more detailed model
for bone removal based on underlying i)hysical properties. A bone erosion model
similar to [1] may be examined. [4] includes non-uniform bone removal according
to the drill surface area currently in contact with bone. Specihcally, the equatorial
surface of the virtual burr removes bone at a greater rate than the polar surface. Also,
a tangential force is included by which the virtual drill tends to get dragged along a
surface according to the direction of drill rotation. These aspects may be included in
future in this work.
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In order to tune haptic parameters such as friction and surface stiffness and eval
uate the overall usefulness of the simulation it will be necessary to collaborate with
expert surgeons to gain appropriate feedback. A higher-end haptic device will also
l)rove useful.
Visualization methods merit significant future work. Through extensive develop
ment of colour transfer functions it will be possible to classify and visualise all of the
important anatomic structures in proximity to the mastoid process. Having imple
mented this, a warning system similar to [18] may be implemented. It will be useful
to acciuire a dataset of higher resolution than the current limn voxel spacing. Fur
ther optimization will be necessary in the ray-casting algorithm in order to increase
graphics frame rates.
Bone dust, fluid and paste removal is an imiiortant asjieet of temporal l)one
surgery. Future work will simulate paste accnmulation, and require the user to use
a second ha})tic device to control a virtual suction and irrigation device in order to
keep the drilling area clear of debris.
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Figure 5.1 Simulation Screenshot
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